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Yes, we can! Lessons from Using Linked Open Data
(LOD) and Public Ontologies to Contextualize and
Enrich Experimental Data
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SUMMARY
Semantic W3C standards provide a framework for the creation of knowledge bases that are extensible,
coherent, interoperable, and on which interactive analytics systems can be developed. An ever growing
number of knowledge bases are being built on these standards— in particular as Linked Open Data
(LOD) resources. The availability of LOD resources has received increasing attention and use in industry
and academia.
Using LOD resources to provide value to industry is challenging, however, and early expectations have
not always been met: issues often arise from the alignment of public and experimental corporate
standards, from inconsistent namespace policies, and from the use of internal, non-formal application
ontologies. Often the reliability of resources is problematic, from service levels of LOD resources and/or
SPARQL endpoints to URI persistence. Furthermore, more and more “Open data” are closed for
commercial use, and there are serious funding concerns related to government grant-backed resources.
With these challenges, can Semantic Web technologies provide value to Industry today?
We make the case that, yes, this can be done and is the case now.
We demonstrate a use case of successful contextualization and enrichment of internal experimental
datasets with public resources, thanks to outstanding examples of LOD such as UniProt, Drugbank,
Diseasome, SIDER, Reactome, and ChEMBL, as well as ontology collections and annotation services
from NCBO’s BioPortal.
We show how, starting with semantically integrated experimental results from multi-year toxicology
studies performed on different platforms (gene expression and metabolic profiling), a knowledge base can
be built that integrates and harmonizes such information, and enriches it with public data from UniProt,
Drugbank, Diseasome, SIDER, Reactome, and NCBI Biosystems. The resulting knowledge base
facilitates toxicity assessment in drug development at the pre-clinical trial stage. It also provides models
for classification of toxicity types (hepatotoxicity, nephrotoxiciy, toxicity based on drug residues) and
offers better a priori determination of adverse effects of drug combinations. In this specific use case, we
were not only able to correlate responses across unrelated studies with different experimental models,
but also to validate system changes associated with known common toxicity mechanisms such as
oxidative stress (Glutathione metabolism), liver function (Bile acid and Urea cycle) and Ketoacidosis.
Since experimental observations from multi-modal –OMICs data can result from the same perturbation,
but represent very different biological processes, and because pharmacodynamic correlations are not
necessarily functionally linked within the biological network and genetic and metabolic changes may
occur at lower doses and prior to pathological changes, enrichment with LOD resources offers new
insights into mechanisms and led to discovery of new pharmacodynamically and biologically linked
pathway dependencies.

As LOD resources mature, more reliable information is becoming publicly available that can enrich
experimental data with computable descriptions of biological systems in ways never anticipated before
and that ultimately help in understanding the experiments' results. The time and money saved from such
an approach has enormous socio-economic benefits for drug companies and healthcare alike.
As a community, we need to establish business models through cooperation between industry and
academic institutions that support the maintenance and extension of invaluable public LOD resources.
Their effective use in enriching toxicology data exemplifies the success of using Semantic Web
technologies to contextualize experimental, internal, external, clinical and public data towards faster and
better understanding of biological systems and, as such, more effective outcomes in health and quality of
life for all of us.
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